removable plastic hard-tops

for sport cars

on or off... in less than a minute
As you know, Plasticon is the largest manufacturer of removable hard-tops in the country, and we have spared no expense in designing and developing what we consider to be the very best top for each of the cars shown in the following pictures. In each case, the design is in keeping with the lines of the car, so that the top is not only a must for inclement weather, but is also very desirable from an appearance standpoint.

Tops are made of strong, lightweight fiberglass-reinforced plastic, and weigh approximately twenty-five pounds. Important features that make our tops the finest available are: Beautiful foam plastic headlining in a suitable gray color, large plexiglass wrap-around rear-recessed windows is a copyright feature of our line of tops (MG TD & TF excluded); Special rubber weatherstrip extrusions at the windshield, in the side window recesses, and around the back where it joins the deck; Adjustable chrome binder clamps and brackets. Our tops meet all qualifications — in appearance, fit, weather-proofing, and easy installation, highest quality of custom workmanship and detailing throughout.
Plasticon consistently maintains the finest technical staff and engineers. These men have designed and developed the most workable and desirable sports car top that is in existence. Consequently, Plasticon tops have become the standard in the sports car field. In addition to Plasticon tops, Plasticon also manufactures dark room sinks, developing trays, plastic barrels and many other outstanding products.
Please feel free to call on our technical staff and engineers for consultation should you have any problems where we may be of assistance.
PLASTICON INC.

DESIGNING ENGINEERING MANUFACTURING REINFORCED PLASTIC PRODUCTS
9721 KLINGERMAN • EL MONTE, CALIF.
Gilbert 4-0519 • Gilbert 4-0510

THE AIRCRAFT DIVISION OF THIS COMPANY IS ENGAGED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF REINFORCED FIBERGLASS LAMINATES HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE FOR A NUMBER OF MISSILE AND AIRCRAFT PRIME MANUFACTURERS.